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h i g h l i g h t s
� A novel skeletal chemical kinetic scheme for the H2eCH4 combustion has been derived.

� A H2eCH4 jet flame in crossflow has been numerically investigated.

� Validation of the artificially thickened flame model with the flame index correction.

� The change in the flame anchoring induced by the H2 addition has been captured.

� The role of the thickening on the multi regime flame front has been investigated.
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a b s t r a c t

Hydrogen introduction in existing combustion systems can heavily alter the flame

morphology and stability limit of the system itself. This makes the numerical prediction of

such changes crucial for the development of effective design modifications. In the indus-

trial framework, often it is required to have combustion models capable of handling both

the premixed and the diffusive combustion regimes and this represents a real modelling

challenge. In this work, a multi-regime CH4eH2 Jet In Crossflow (JICF) flame, at gas turbine

relevant conditions, has been investigated with a Flame Index controlled Artificially

Thickened Flame Model (ATFM). The numerical prediction shows good agreement with the

detailed experimental data from DLR laboratory, and the model has been found to correctly

predict the change in the flame anchoring topology due to an increase of H2 content.

© 2023 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Hydrogen Energy Publications

LLC. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/
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Introduction

The Jet In Cross Flow (JICF) is one of the most extensively

studied flow field configurations in fluid dynamics, it is indeed

one of the most common flow structures used to promote

mixing between separate streams. In Gas Turbine (GT) com-

bustion applications, JICF is used either to realize stable

anchoring of the flame around fuel jets [1] or to promote the

premixing of the fuel-air mixture. In any case, this flow

structure is historically well known for its mixing-enabling

capacity. Considering the very similar jet in co-flow configu-

ration, the mechanism that induces the turbulent mixing is

reduced to the Kelvin Helmholtz instabilities which are

generated along the shear layer [2]. In addition to these, the

JICF flow field is characterized by other coherent vortex

structures: the counter-rotating vortex pair, the horseshoe

vortices, and wake vortices [3e6], which are in turn additional

mixing sources. The penetration of JICF has been character-

ized through the definition of the momentum ratio non-

dimensional parameter (r ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rju

2
j =rcu

2
c

q
) [6], which allows the

formulation of a very simple power-low correlation describing

the jet centerline trajectory [6].

To offset the hazardous effects of climate change, there is an

urgent need to assess the fuel worthiness of alternate fuels.

Hydrogen as an alternate fuel, provides a promisng future but

the transition from fossil fuel to hydrogen has to be carefully

considered. In the first phase of the energy transition scenario,

H2 will be progressivly added to the existing fossil fuel and it is

therefore expected that thepower generation sectorwill see the

necessity of using H2/CH4 blends. In this framework, the study

of the anchoring characteristics of an H2/CH4 JICF can have a

direct impact on several design aspects related to GT combus-

tors, ranging fromthemitigationof thepollutant emissions (i.e.,

NOx and CO [7e9]) to the reduction of the damage risk that the

hardware can face when the flame stabilizes around undesired

locations in case of flashback events. In literature, H2 and H2/

CH4 jet flow in a crossflow flame (JFICF) has been widely

investigated experimentally [10e14]: Steinberg et al. [12] have

studied an H2 JFICF at atmospheric pressure. Recently, Saini

et al. [13,14] presented a series of extensive experimental work

focused on an H2 and H2/CH4 confined JFICF at relatively high

pressure and temperature. Regarding numerical studies on the

H2-JFICF, Grout et al. [15,16] have presented some Direct Nu-

merical Simulation (DNS) investigations in which they have

analyzed the flame anchoring phenomenon and the effect of a

change in the fuel injection angle on the flame-holding capa-

bility. However, moving towards a more cost-effective model-

ling strategy, the investigation of a JFICF flame configuration

from the Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) perspective poses

a real challenge. The combustion of fuel jets is an intrinsic

transient phenomena in which the flame stabilization is

controlled bymixing, the prediction of which is essential for an

adequate description of the physics. Concerning the mixing

prediction, Galeazzo et al. [17] showed the limitations of the

existing RANS models in predicting the turbulent mixing char-

acteristics of JICF. In this study, it is demonstrated that an LES

approach iscapableof satisfactorilypredicting theflowfieldand

the turbulent mixing associated with the velocity fluctuations.
Whendealingwith reactive conditions,withhydrogenorblends

of hydrogen with natural gas, the numerical limitations are

more profound: Grout et al. [16] found that JICFhydrogenflames

exhibit both diffusive and premixed combustion regimes and

their relative occurrence is strictly linked with the type of

anchoring mechanism. This aspect raises several modelling

issues that are even amplified if H2 is considered in a very high

percentage. Indeed, the enhanced H2 diffusivity requires a

particular treatment of the preferential diffusion effects

strongly limiting most of the simplifying, cost-effective,

modelling assumptions on which several models are founded.

To substantiate this assertion, H2-JFICF DNS investigations of

Chan et al. [18] showed that the strong differential diffusion

effects would play a key role in the flame anchoring mecha-

nism. They demonstrated that the use of any flamelet com-

bustion model for the description of such phenomena would

require preferential diffusion effects to be accounted for.

By taking a step back and trying to summarize the possible

modelling strategies available in literature, the existing turbu-

lent combustion models can be divided into two main macro-

categories: the first is based on the transport of the primitive

variables (species transport models), and the second is on the

transport of auxiliary scalars. The latter are often easily coupled

with the flamelet assumption and the tabulated chemistry

approach. The Flamelet GeneratedManifold (FGM)model [19] is

one of the most used approaches belonging to the second cate-

gory. The feasibility of including preferential diffusion effects in

the FGM model has been widely investigated in literature

[20e25], and different authors have proposed different control

variables and tabulation approaches incorporating the prefer-

ential diffusion for perfectly premixed cases. An additional

modificationhas beenproposedbyVerhoevenet al. [26] in order

to account for the preferential diffusion of H2 in the non-

premixed environment. However, as pointed out by Pitsch

et al. [27], the FGMmodel remains very dependent on the tabu-

lated strategy that can involve premixed or diffusive laminar

flamelet assumption. Different FGM formulations capable of

characterizing multi-regime combustion have been presented

by several authors [27e29] showing the advantages and the

limitationsof suchhybridapproaches.However, thecomplexity

of tabulated chemistry models grows significantly trying to

include additional physics at the same time.

Regarding the “primitive variables” based approach, the

preferential diffusion effects are intrinsically accounted for

being the diffusivity of each species in the corresponding

transport equation. The description of the turbulence chem-

istry interaction, in the species transport model, can be

incorporated using different methods. In the framework of

LES, one of the most used models is the Artificially Thickened

FlameModel (ATFM) [30]. The ATFM is based on the concept of

applying a uniform thickening factor to the premixed flame

front that enables the flame resolution on the LES grid.In this

model, an efficiency function plays the role of compensating

the effect of the thickening in altering the Damkholer number.

The original model has been adapted for the study of stratified

flames and technically premixed flames by means of a dy-

namic thickening factor [31]. Compared to the original con-

stant thickening model, the dynamic thickening applies the

thickening only to the flame front chararterized by a flame

sensor. This dynamic thickening approach allows the model
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to not alter the diffusivity outside the flame front preserving a

correct mixing field description. Nevertheless, the extension

of this approach to non-premixed flames has been found

theoretically unfeasible by De Luca [32]. In his work, it

emerges clearly that there is no possibility of an extension of

the classical thickening concept to diffusive flames. Indeed,

any altering of the diffusivity results in a change of the global

flame front fuel consumption that cannot be recovered

through reaction source term scaling (in contrast to the pre-

mixed flames). Starting from the same statements, Cuenot et

al. [33] investigated the possibility of applying a correction to

the species diffusivity in order to compensate for the nu-

merical diffusion induced by the mesh coarsening. However,

this approach has been developed for laminar flames and

cannot be directly extended to complex 3D turbulent flames.

On the other hand, in literature, a widely adopted way to

handle the diffusive part of the flame is to disable the thick-

ening wherever the diffusive regime is observed. This

assumption has proven to be effective for the description of

several types of flames including spray based partially pre-

mixed gaseous flames [34,35]. This approach entrusts the

resolution of the diffusive flame front solely to the computa-

tional grid resolution. A similarmethodology has been used in

the present work. In this context, the work aims to investigate

the predictive capability of this modelling approach on a JICF

flame. To accomplish this objective the JICF DLR test case has

been numerically investigated to provide a model validation

with respect to detailed experimental data [13] under gas

turbine relevant conditions. The operating pressure, the fuel

blends, and the temperature of the oxidizer considered in this

experimental campaign are all relevant to gas turbine appli-

cations. In particular, a small addition of hydrogen, that

moves the fuel mixture composition from low to medium H2

content, is sufficient to heavily impact the flame characteris-

tics. In this sense, the work aims to reproduce the change in

the flame anchoring topology experimentally observed and

induced by the increase of the H2 content in the fuel mixture.

While in the next paragraph, the details of the turbulent

combustion modelling approach will be presented, in Inves-

tigated Experimental Conditions the turbulent, reacting JICF

test case is introduced with the details of the test points

chosen for the model validation. The numerical setup and a

brief description of the chemistry modelling approach are

reported next. The results discussion is organized by pre-

senting firstly a flow field prediction assessment, and sec-

ondly, the prediction comparison among the different

modelling approaches and the experiments for the first test

point. In the end, the lower H2 content test point is addressed

focusing the discussion on the aspects that would have

induced the change in the anchoring topology.
Turbulent combustion modelling

Partial premixing is observed in both non-premixed combus-

tion when fuel and air mix without burning and in premixed

combustion when the degree of reactant premixing is not

perfect. One of the characterizing features of a premixed

flame front is a limit on the reaction rate it exhibits in the form

of a fixed propagating flame speed. On the other hand, non-
premixed flames can theoretically exhibit infinitely fast

chemistry (as in the Burke-Schumann limiting case [36]) but

more often they burn with a finite rate on a non-propagating

stoichiometric surface.

Turbulence has a major effect on the reaction rate,

although it acts differently on premixed and non-premixed

systems. In non-premixed cases, turbulence acts as a vehicle

to bring fuel and oxidizers together for burning, and in pre-

mixed systems, turbulence can directly affect the flame

structure and its propagation in case of modest and higher

Karlovitz numbers [37]. Modelling non-premixed turbulent

systems has been a challenge due to a lack of robust universal

models for both premixed and non-premixed flames.

Hydrogen flames are further complicated due to preferential

diffusion effects [38]. The Artificially Thickened Flame Model

[30] addresses the issue of a finite reaction rate/flame speed on

an LES mesh by artificially thickening the unresolved thin

flame front of the premixed system. The ATFM, in its dynamic

formulation [31,39], introduces a dynamic thickening factor F,

a flame sensor U, and an efficiency factor E in the species and

energy equations.

vr ~4a

vt
þ vr ~uj ~4a

vxj
¼ v

vxj

�
rðEFDa þð1�UÞDtÞ v ~4a

vxj

�
þ E

F
_uað~4Þ (1)

In Eq. (1) the overbar represents the filtered quantity and

tilde is the Favre filtered quantity. 4 is the vector of N-species

mass fractions and enthalpy. According to the formulation

introduced by Legier et al. [31], the dynamic thickening factor

F is evaluated as:

F¼UðFmax �1Þ þ 1 (2)

where Fmax is the local maximum thickening factor that is

computed according to the localmixture composition and grid

sizing (Dx) [39]:

Fmax ¼Dx NThick

Dth
(3)

where Dth is thermal laminar flame thickness, which is pre-

liminary tabulated as a function of the local mixture compo-

sition, and NThick is the number of grid points in the laminar

flame thickness. The details of flame sensor U evaluation are

given elsewhere [39] and not repeated here. The efficiency

function requires estimation of the dilatation-free velocity

fluctuation at the test filter. Colin et al. [30] have proposed a

formulation that requires the third-order derivative of the

filtered velocity, a non-trivial task on an unstructured mesh.

Instead, the approach proposed by Durand et al. [40] is adop-

ted here. Using a scale similarity assumption, the test filter

velocity fluctuation is evaluated directly as

u0
De
¼ cDjV� ~u�V� b~uj (4)

where b~u is the test-filtered velocity evaluated by averaging the

velocity in the cells surrounding a given cell. As discussed

earlier, the ATFM is strictly valid for premixed flames and does

not apply to diffusion flames. Indeed, the thickening concept

in premixed flames is based on the flame front fuel con-

sumption proportionality with the diffusivity Da and the rate

_uað~4Þ (Scf
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Da _uað~4Þ

p
). This aspect makes it possible to alter the
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Fig. 1 e Sketch of the test rig at DLR [13].
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diffusivity (FDa) without altering the global fuel consumption

across the flame front by applying a rate scaling _uað~4Þ= F. On

the contrary, the fuel consumption of a diffusive flame front

does not depend on the rate [33]; because of that, any scaling

of the species diffusivity due to the thickening will result, in

this case, in an alteration of the Sc. In order to avoid any local

misprediction of the flame front fuel consumption, the pre-

mixed front has to be identified andmodelled differently from

the diffusive one. In this work, the Takeno flame index (TI)

concept [28] is used to accomplish this task, and the formu-

lation used for the fuel mixture considered is presented in Eq.

(5). The normalized flame index (FI) takes a value ofþ1.0 in the

premixed part of the flame and�1.0 in the non-premixed part.

TI¼VðYCH4 þYH2Þ � VYO2 (5)

In the proposed model for partially premixed flames, the

ATFMmodel is transitioned from the premixed front to a non-

ATFM on the diffusion front using a delta function on F, U, and

E directly. Themodel is addressed as FI-ATFMand is valid for a

generic partially premixed system. This closure bases its val-

idity on the intrinsic assumption that the diffusive front does

not need any thickening to be solved. The latter assumption is

not generally true; however, diffusive flames have higher

stability resistance from the numerical perspective [33] with

respect to the premixed ones. The latter aspect offers the

possibility to solve these kinds of flames on LES grids without

additional modelling assumptions. However, the extinction

strain rate of the flame is heavily affected by the flame front

discretization. In detail, a coarse grid is expected to induce

higher numerical diffusion that contributes to reducing the

extinction resistance of the diffusive flame front. Hence, the

numerical prediction of the flame anchoring in the high strain

rate regions is extremely challenging and requires an appro-

priate spatial discretization. Extinction is surely the higher

impact effect that the no-modelling approximation brings

with it but is not the only one. The presence of a certain

amount of numerical diffusion due to the sub-optimal dis-

cretization of the flame front would lead to an uncontrolled

overestimation of the local reactivity. In this work, the effec-

tiveness of the grid refinement will be addressed through the

comparison with the experimental observations just focusing

on the prediction of the anchoring. Since the application of a

certain amount of thickening on a diffusive flame front is

theoretically wrong, all the simulations performed in the

context of this study have been carried out with the afore-

mentioned FI correction.
Table 1 e Summary of the reference test conditions.

Quantity Case 1 Case 2

H2 (vol. %) 40 20

Operating Pressure 10 bar

Oxidizer Temperature 530 K

Cross Flow Velocity 1.47 m/s

Fuel injection velocity 18.2 16.2

Jet crossflow velocity ratio 12.4 11.0

Jet crossflow density ratio 0.69 0.88

Momentum flux ratio 10.3

Jet Reynolds number 14,350 16,340

Crossflow Reynolds number 16,400
Investigated experimental conditions

The validation of the proposed numerical approach is based

on the DLR experimental setup described in Saini et al. [13].

The optically accessible high-pressure combustion chamber

at DLR (Fig. 1) is used to study the flame-holding behavior of a

fuel jet in crossflow under different hydrogen contents. The

rig is composed of three rectangular modules, the last one

equipped with a 2 mm diameter hole from which the fuel is

injected. The first two modules are necessary to ensure the

formation of a well-developed boundary layer before mixing

with the fuel jet. Detailedmeasurements such as PIV, OH-PLIF
and OH* chemiluminescence are executed to retrieve infor-

mation about the flow dynamics of the jet and the flame

morphology, which will be used to validate the numerical

approach.

With the operating pressure of the rig at 10 bar and the

temperature of the oxidizer at 530 K, the tests are executed for

two percentages of hydrogen in the fuel gas, according to

Table 1. Despite the low velocities of the streams, the jet in

cross flow velocity ratio and the momentum flux ratio are at

values relevant for modern gas turbine injection systems.
Numerical setup

Computational domain and grid

From a numerical standpoint, in order to minimize the

computational effort, only the last module of the flow channel

shown in Fig. 2 is modelled. The impact of the not-included

modules is taken into account by imposing a proper inlet

crossflow boundary condition. A similar approach has been

adopted for the fuel jet feeding line.

The computational mesh resolution plays a fundamental

role in the ability of the simulation to correctly capture the

flame anchoring location dealing with both premixed and

diffusive combustion regimes. Two different mesh strategies

have been adopted. The first one employs a static mesh with

different resolutions along the domain. Fig. 2 shows a longi-

tudinal and a transverse section of the grid where these dif-

ferences can be visualized. In particular, four zones are

defined. The finest resolution of 50 mm is applied inside a

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2023.05.210
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Fig. 2 e Computational static grid on (a) midplane

longitudinal section with flow direction from right to left (b)

and transverse plane with flow direction from left to right.

Fig. 3 e AMR application: the mesh is refined mainly in the

region upstream of the jet. Contour plot: mixture fraction

between 0 (blue) and the stoichiometric value (red). (For

interpretation of the references to color in this figure

legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this

article.)
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cylinder (R1 in Fig. 2) surrounding the fuel jet whose height is

equal to 10 diameters. The second zone (R2), whose shape is

designed also to capture the downstream recirculation zone of

the flow, has a resolution of 100 mm.

Zone R3 has a height able to properly capture themaximum

jet penetration: it has a mesh resolution of 150 mm. In all the

other regions of thedomain, both upstreamanddownstreamof

the fuel jet, the mesh is built with no additional prescriptions.

The use of a FR treatment of the diffusive flame front is feasible

thanks to the higher numerical stability of these flames which

can be solved even with very coarse meshes [33]. However, in

such cases, the presence of high strain rates (thus thin diffusive

flames) is expected to lead to a misprediction of the extinction

strain rate. Since a uniform finer grid would not be affordable

from a computational perspective, a dynamic refinement on

the flame front has been considered in order to overcome this

modelling weakness.

The second strategy acting on top of the above-described

static mesh is based on an Automatic Mesh Refinement (AMR)

algorithm able to locally adapt the spatial discretization ac-

cording to user-defined quantities. The mesh is dynamically

adapted (with a maximum of two refinement levels) where the

mixture fraction gradient is higher than apre-defined threshold

and only in the regions where 0:8 � Zsto <Z<1:1 � Zsto. A dedi-

cated user-defined function is used to calculate the mixture

fraction and its gradient according to the Bilger's definition.

Fig. 3 shows an instantaneous contour plot of the mixture

fraction with superimposed the corresponding grid. The appli-

cation of the AMR algorithm leads the cell count from about 6

million of the staticmesh up to 13million polyhedral elements.
Boundaries

Both the crossflow and the fuel inflow boundaries have been

treated as a velocity inlet imposing a prescribed time average

velocity profile derived from RANS simulations. The RANS

simulations have been carried out including in the domain the

whole length of the crossflow channel and the fuel feeding

line, the velocities profiles have been extracted from such

RANS simulations and imposed on the LES. Synthetic turbu-

lence has been superimposed on the velocity profiles with an

intensity respectively, of 10% and 5% for the crossflow and for

the jetAll the walls are treated as adiabatic adopting a wall-

function approach to model the boundary layer.

Chemistry treatment

Finite rate CFD combustion models with detailed chemistry

can be challenging for industrial applications since they

require the solution of individual species transport equations.

In order to reduce the computational effort, detailed chemical

schemes must be reduced to maintain only the most relevant

reaction pathways, while preserving accuracy in the widest

possible range of applicability. Regarding the latter aspect, the

adoption of extremely reduced chemical mechanisms, even if

optimized, it is not recommended since their performance

cannot be reliable outside the optimization range. In the pre-

sent work, a new skeletal mechanism able to handle blends of

methane (as natural gas surrogate) and hydrogen at different

volumetric percentages is firstly derived. The adopted strategy

follows the most relevant reduction steps presented by Lu

et al. [39,41] and Caz�eres et al. [42], leveraging the commercial

code CHEMKIN-Pro [43]. The UCSD mechanism [44] is used as

master chemical kinetic from which the reduced one is

calculated. It consists of 57 species and 268 reactions with

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2023.05.210
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Table 2 e Summary of the performed simulations and
investigated setup.

NThick ¼ 1, FR,
no AMR

NThick ¼ 1, FR,
with AMR

NThick ¼ 9,
no AMR

NThick ¼ 9,
with AMR

40% H2 X X X X

20% H2 - - X -
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hydrocarbon species up to C4, without the inclusion of the

NOx chemistry set. A freely propagating flame is selected as

canonical case to dynamically retrieve a comparison between

the reduced mechanism with the original detailed mecha-

nism. Details regarding the methodology and the setting

employed to perform the chemical reduction are provided in

the supplementary materials with an extensive validation of

the skeletal mechanism. The resulted skeletal mechanism

counts 26 species and 119 reactions. A stiff chemistry solver

has been adopted to handle the runtime chemistry solution

during the LES calculations. The use of such a chemistry

solver allows the decoupling of the chemical timestep from

the one of the fluid. In this way, the only constrain of the fluid

timestep from the chemistry perspective is that it has to be

lower than the diffusive timescale to provide an adequate

reconstruction of the diffusive fluxes.

Sub-grid turbulence treatment, numerical schemes, and
timestep

The Dynamic-Smagorinsky LES formulation, which allows the

Cs constant to be locally determined during the calculation, is

employed to model the unresolved scales of turbulence. The

second-order upwind scheme is used for all the transport

equations, but the momentum fluxes are resolved through a

bounded central differencing scheme. The adopted time step

size is such that the maximum convective Courant number is

kept below the unity in all the simulated operating conditions.

The temporal integration is carried out with an implicit

second-order scheme. The time-averaged results shown in

this work are collected after a sufficiently long washing-out

phase with the simulation running for several Flow-Through

Times (FTT) to be sure that a statistically consistent state is

reached.
Results

Several LES simulations have been performed on the 20% and

40% H2 test points to investigate the FI-ATFM model pre-

dictivity. According to the experimental measurements of

Saini et al. [13], the change in the H2 content is sufficient to

observe a substantial change in the flame anchoring charac-

teristics. This aspect offers the chance to validate the capacity

of the numerical setup to predict the change in the flame

morphology induced by the hydrogen addition. In the results

discussions, firstly, a series of modelling setup investigations

have been performed on the 40% H2 content test point to

identify the best setup (best cost-accountancy compromise).

Secondly, the identified setup has been tested also on the 20%

H2 test point proving its effectiveness. A summary of all the

simulations performed is reported in Table 2 and justified

below.

Since the combustion regime is expected to be consistently

dominated by the diffusive nature, the above-discussed issues

in modelling the diffusive flame front must be carefully

accounted for. As it has been already highlighted, the fact that

the flame front thickening is neither correct nor effective with

diffusive flames, rises the need to assess the effect of the grid

discretization on the flame front prediction. In this work, the
use of a flame front AMR has been investigated to understand

the contribution of a finer flame front discretization wherever

the mixing field thins the front. For this reason, as reported in

Table 2, a couple of simulations have been performed in order

to investigate this aspect. Another aspect on which this work

aims to shed light on is the role of the thickening. In the ATFM

the parameter NThick controls the number of points to be

placed within the laminar flame front determining the

amount of thickening introduced by the model. Even if in the

FI-ATFM the thickening is applied only on the premixed front,

the need for thickening in such a complexmulti-regime flame

front remains a topic to be further investigated. This justifies

the second pair of simulations that have been performed.

The results will be shown introducing firstly the flow field

validation in reactive conditions. This comparison will be

presented only for the caseswithout the AMR to prove that the

static mesh, on which the AMR has been applied, is able to

provide a satisfactory reconstruction of the flow field. Indeed,

the local AMR slightly affects the velocity field only through a

more accurate reconstruction of the flame front.

Reactive velocity field characterization

Fig. 4 compares the time average reactive velocity profiles

with the time average experimental PIVmeasurements; in the

same plot both the RMS of the simulation and the measure-

ments are reported. The correspondence of the numerical

prediction in the region near the jet (x¼ 2mme8mm)with the

measurements is very good for both cases 40%H2 and 20%H2;

the velocity peak due to the jet penetration is well captured in

terms of location, mean velocity and RMS by the simulation.

Moving downstream the jet, the prediction seems to get

worsen for the 40% H2 case (F9-b). There, the low reliability of

the experimental data must be highlighted: in fact, the soot

scattering prevents the correct seed parcels velocity calcula-

tions [13].

The experimental results of Saini et al. [13] show that jet

penetration is not strongly influenced by the H2 content if the

momentum ratio is kept constant. Observing the red dashed

line in Fig. 4, the numerical prediction of the centreline ve-

locity trajectory of the jet can be reconstructed and,

comparing the two cases at 20% and 40% H2, no significant

differences in the trajectory prediction are observed, consis-

tentwith the aforementioned experimental finding. It is worth

noting that the 20% and 40% H2 cases strongly differ on the

flame anchoring position, thus the flow re-laminarization due

to the presence of the flame does not significantly affect the

penetration trajectory in this (highly confined) jet flame in

crossflow.

As will be pointed out later in this work, the velocity flow

field and the corresponding flame strain have a high impact

on the flame anchoring on thewindward side (WS). The solved
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Fig. 4 e Time-averaged velocitymagnitude profiles comparison for different axial locations. Numerical time average velocity

magnitude (continuous lines). Experimental time average velocity magnitude (points). 1 s confidence interval of the

numerical prediction (dotted lines), 1 s confidence interval of the experimental measurements (error bar). (a) 20% H2 case

without AMR, (b) 40% H2 case without AMR. Horizontal dashed red lines represent the position of the numerical maximum

of velocity magnitude, thus outlining the predicted jet centreline trajectory. (For interpretation of the references to color in

this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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aerodynamic flame strain is defined in Eq. (6) where n is the

normal vector to the flame front that is assumed to be located

on the stochiometric iso-surface. The solved strain rate will be

called simply strain rate in the next paragraph.

a¼Vu� nðVu � nÞ (6)

Flame morphology 40% H2

Numerical predictions comparison
For this 40% H2 test point four LES simulations have been

performed. The first pair of simulations are carried out with

NThick ¼ 1 enabling and disabling the AMR. Especially for the

AMR case, the finer mesh resolution around the above-

reported mixture fraction ratio range, leads to a thickening

factor close to the unity in the entire flame anchoring location
and the combustion model closure is de-facto the finite-rate

(FR) one. The second pair of simulations are run with NThick ¼
9. Also in this case, both the meshing strategies have been

tested.

In Fig. 5 the instantaneous and time-averaged numerical

predictions, of all the cases, are compared with the experi-

mental measurements. The first finding of the comparison

among the cases is that, independently of the adopted mesh

strategies, the use of NThick ¼ 1 leads the flame front to be

quickly and permanently extinguished from the WS, contrary

to the experimental observations. Focusing more on the two

NThick ¼ 1 cases comparison, the only difference is that the

flame front upstreamof the fuel jet has been kept longerwhen

the AMR is used. This could suggest a slight effectiveness of

the AMR in improving the resolution of the flame front. These

results led to the decision not to collect statistics for the two
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Fig. 5 e a) Instantaneous YOH contour and OH-PLIF (from Saini et al. [13]); b) time-averaged experimental OH-PLIF (from Saini

et al. [13]) and numerical time-averaged YOH contour plots on the longitudinal plane and on the y ¼ 20 mm plane.
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NThick ¼ 1 simulations. On the other side, when the thickening

factor is increased by increasing NThick, the model accurately

predicts the flame front anchoring also on the windward re-

gion providing good agreement with the experimental OH-

PLIF data. No significant discrepancy was observed while

comparing the two time-averaged numerical results with

NThick ¼ 9, except for a slight difference in themean YOH value.

From this qualitative comparison between the cases, it can be

concluded that the most challenging and crucial part of the

flame front to be numerically reconstructed is the anchoring

on the WS. Basing the comparison among the cases on this

aspect, the use of the AMR has not been found crucial,

whereas the premixed front thickening has turned out to be

essential (NThick >1).

In order to provide some explanations of the numerical

reasons that make the anchoring prediction on the WS so

challenging, the impact of the mixing field on the flame front

will be presented in the next paragraph.

Mixing impact on the flame and combustion regime
Fig. 6 reports, on the longitudinal (Fig. 6-a), and transversal

(Fig. 6-b) plane, the Zsto (Zsto ¼ 0:053) isoline together with

other 2 Z isolines taken respectively on the lean and rich side.

The spacing between the Z isolines in Fig. 6 suggests that there
is a significant difference in the Z gradient around the fuel jet

and this has an impact on the time scales of themixing (tT). In

a stratified or diffusive flame front, the combustion regime is

controlled by the Damkholer number (Da) that can be evalu-

ated by the ratio between the mixing and the chemical time-

scale (Da ¼ tT=tc). The very different spacing between the Z

isolines reported in Fig. 6 suggests that the Da is subjected to a

strong variation around the fuel jet. LS of the jet is charac-

terized by very low Z gradient, thus, the fast chemistry

assumption is reasonable in this region due to the low tT. Such

flame front peculiarity makes modelling this part of the flame

front easier even without additional thickening. On the con-

trary, the flame front on the WS is subjected to an intense Z

gradient that makes tT comparable tc. In these conditions the

finite rate chemistry assumes a primary role and the flame

front becomes very thin leading to an intensification of gra-

dients of the species across the cells. This flame front thinning

enhances the numerical diffusion and raises difficulties in the

prediction of the flame extinction limit. As a result, the pre-

diction of the flame anchoring on the WS is particularly

challenging to be captured from the modelling perspective.

In the same Fig. 6 the _ufuelFI contour plot is shown. Leaving

aside the FI value and focusing firstly only on the intensity of

the colour (regardless of whether it is blue or red), Fig. 6 shows
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Fig. 6 e (a) Numerical instantaneous contour of _ufuelFI for the 40% H2 case with AMR on XY longitudianl plane, the green line

identifying the predicted Jet centerline trajectory of the mixing field; (a)1 magnification of the flame front on the windward

side; (b) section on the A-A plane of the domain showing _ufuelFI on the XZ transversal plane. Negative values identify zones

where the combustion process takes place in a diffusive regime while positive values are regions where the combustion is

premixed. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this

article.)
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that the fuel consumption of the flame front is strongly

influenced by themixing intensity. Wherever the Z gradient is

more intense the fuel consumption is locally higher, in

contrast on the LS, the lower Z gradient makes the fuel con-

sumption diminish. This behavior is the typical diffusive

flame front response with respect to stretch. Thus, as in a

diffusive flame, in this JICF flame, the mixing field affects the

fuel consumption making the flame front on the Windward

Side (WS) very different from the one on the Leeward Side (LS).

All these considerations are based on the theory of

perfectly diffusive flame fronts, however, up to this point, it is

still unclear what is the dominant combustion regime in the

JICF flame.

The FI parameter allows the distinction of the premixed

from the diffusive combustion regime. Even if the FI is defined

all over the domain, it is meaningful to look at this quantity

only where the combustion occurs. According to this, an

effective way to identify these regions is to filter the FI with

the local fuel consumption considering the products _ufuelFI:

_ufuelFI¼ � FIð _uCH4 þ _uH2Þ (7)

The _ufuelFI contour, shown in Fig. 6, suggests that even if the

flame develops on an intensemixture fraction gradient it is far

from being completely diffusive. In particular, the premixed

regime becomes dominant increasing the y coordinate due to

the higher mixing between the air and the fuel. Nevertheless,

focusing on the early part of the LS, the magnification of the

flame front in Fig. 6-a(1) reveals that the premixed mode is

intimately mixed with the diffusive one.

The role of the premixed front and of its thickening
Trying to investigate the role of the thickening in the complex

multi-regime flame front, it is useful to introduce a coordinate
transformation. The visualization of the 3D flame front that

envelops the JICF has been made easier by a remap of the

cartesian (x, y, z) coordinates, into a curvilinear cylindrical

reference system (r, q, s): s represents the curvilinear abscissa

taken on the mixing jet centerline trajectory, r; and q the cy-

lindrical coordinates computed respect to the centerline. In

this way, r always represents the distance of a certain point of

the domain from the centerline. The mixing jet centerline

trajectory is shown in Fig. 7-a and is computed as the locus of

points which has maximum Z increasing the y coordinate. In

Fig. 7 the _ufuelFI scatterplot is shown on the remapped sto-

chiometric iso-surface with respect to the ðq; sÞ coordinates,

which are orientated such that q ¼ 0 is on theWS of the jet and

±p identify the LS. The differences in the density of the points

in Fig. 7 are due to the mesh sizing non-uniformity that is

statically and dynamically refined decreasing the s coordinate

due to the increasing Z gradient.

Focusing on the NThick ¼ 9 cases (Fig. 7-a), in the early fuel-

jet shear layer (s < 0.020 m) the majority of the windward side

of the jet is diffusive. In that region, several local flame front

extinctions can be identified ( _ufuelFI ¼ 0Þ. The edges of these

extinction zones are almost always surrounded by a premixed

flame front; indeed, the propagation of the flame front in the

direction tangential to the Z iso-surface must be premixed

according to the triple flame investigations of Im et al. [45]. As

a result, wherever the extinction is surrounded by a non-

premixed region it means that the flame is not currently

propagating along the Zsto isosurface shown. Moving away

from q ¼ 0, the fuel consumption gets progressively premixed

before finally being lost on the LS. The same considerations

can be done also looking at the transversal section of Fig. 6-a

where the fuel consumption on the LS is shifted from the

stochiometric isoline towards richer mixtures.
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Fig. 7 e Scatterplot showing the grid nodes extracted on the instantaneous Zsto value. Negative values _ufuelFI identify a

diffusive fuel consumption, whereas positive values identify premixed fuel consumption; a) 40%H2 case with AMR and

NThick ¼ 9; b) 40%H2 case with AMR and NThick ¼ 1.
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To understand the mechanism that leads to the flame

front extinction on the WS for the FR cases, a time instant in

which the flame is still present on the WS has been analyzed

in Fig. 7-b. Beforehand, the only modelling difference be-

tween the two AMR cases is the treatment of the premixed

front, thus the difference in the results must be fully ascribed

to this. Comparing the _ufuelFI for the two cases in Fig. 7-a and

Fig. 7-b, it emerges that the FR case has a flame front that is

almost completely diffusive: the premixed regime is

observed only for a few points on the flame front edges. This

suggests that the employed setting of the ATFM (i.e., the

value of NThick), is not able to predict a self-sustained pre-

mixed front: despite the extremely fine mesh, the low num-

ber of points placed in the flame thickness (NThick ¼ 1) is not

able to fully resolve the chemistry scales and, consequently,

to reproduce the correct fuel consumption speed which is the

crucial aspect to be captured in such regime. As expected, the

FR model is not appropriate for the description of the pre-

mixed flame front, nevertheless, the diffusive flame front can

be modelled with the same FR approach. This demonstrates

the very different modelling requirements that the two

combustion regimes have, confirming what has been stated

in the modelling section. Moreover, the analysis shows the

essential role of mutual interaction between the diffusive

and the premixed flame front, from this it emerges that the

diffusive flame front cannot propagate without the premixed

one. The appropriate modelling of the premixed part must

consider a certain amount of thickening, and this justifies the

effectiveness of the FI-ATFM.

Flame morphology 20%H2 case

Flame front prediction
The test condition with 20% vol. H2 in the fuel blend is

simulated without the AMR strategy with NThick ¼ 9 points

within the flame thickness. This setting represents the best

accuracy-computational cost compromise, according to the
findings discussed in the previous paragraph. Fig. 8-a shows

the sequence of YOH contour right after the LES start from the

RANS simulation: it can be seen that the flame front is

completely lost after only 2.56 ms in the windward region.

On the contrary, the anchoring on the LS is kept during this

transitory phase. Looking at the time-averaged results,

shown in Fig. 8-b, the total absence of the flame on the WS is

confirmed. Both the experiment and prediction are in good

agreement on this. The numerical simulation shows that the

flame front remains anchored on the LS, thus, confirming

the experimental evidence and proving the capability of the

model to provide a qualitative reconstruction of the flame

topology. However, the near-wall flame brush is over-

estimated just behind the fuel jet exit. The inclusion of the

wall heat losses would have contributed to improving the

prediction in this region. Nevertheless, the heat loss effect is

expected to be localized only in this region because the flame

is everywhere detached from the walls.

In the experimental map, the flame is slightly detached

from the wall due to the near-wall heat losses. Despite that,

the presence of a weak OH trace on the WS has been detected

by the experimental measurements. In the numerical pre-

diction, the flame front is attached to the wall but after barely

1 mm the numerical prediction found a good accordance with

the experimental data on the WS predicting the flame

presence.

Extinction mechanism on the WS
Trying to go deeper into the predicted extinction mechanism

on the WS, two scatterplots on the remapped Zsto surface are

shown in Fig. 9. Observing the flame anchoring and the

combustion regime (Fig. 9-a), the anchoring on the WS is

sharply lost nearby s ¼ 5mm. Increasing s>5mm, the fuel

consumption on the WS gets lost and the flame stabilizes on

the LS in the recirculation region behind the jet, becoming

completely premixed. Focusing on the extinction region on

the WS, the magnification in Fig. 9-a shows that the flame
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Fig. 9 e Scatterplot showing the grid nodes extracted on the instantaneous Zsto surface. The nodes have been reported

according to the q, s coordinates; a) the colormap represents the _ufuelFI; b) the colormap represents the solved strain rate

acting on the Zsto surface. In the magnification (aeb)1 detail related to both figures ((a)1 for figure (a) and (b)1 for figure (b))

has been flanked each other in order to facilitate the comparison between the two fields.

Fig. 8 e a) YOH instantaneous contour of the transitory phase from the initial RANS solution. b) Time-averaged results of OH

mass fraction compared with the corresponding time-averaged experimental OH-PLIF [13]. In both figures the presence of

YOH on the windward side has been highlighted.
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front ends up mostly with the diffusive regime. These diffu-

sive extinctions occur when the model is not able to sustain

the diffusive front, thus when the solved strain rate exceeds

the predicted extinction limits. Indeed, the decrease in the H2

content leads to a strong reduction in the diffusive extinction
resistance (supplementary materials), which finally results in

a higher flame propensity to be extinguished in the high strain

rate regions.

To highlight the strain rate effect on the flame front, in

Fig. 9-b the strain rate acting on the front itself has been
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reported on the Zsto surface. The Zsto surface, and the flame

front with that, is periodically wrinkled by the passage of the

Kelvin Helmholtz instabilities. Their effect on the strain rate

field can be identified by the circumferential strain bands, that

alternately assume positive (red) and negative (blue) values on

the WS. The boundary layer attenuates the strain rate for s<
2mm and allows the flame to be locally stabilized in this region

as confirmed by Fig. 9-a. Increasing s in Fig. 9-b, the peak of

positive strain rate increases sharply on theWS, and it leads to

the circumferential extinctions shown in Fig. 9-a around s ¼
2:5mm which is extended in the angular direction for � 1:5<
q< 1.5. By a further increase of the curvilinear coordinate (s<
2mm), an extended flame front extinction all over the WS,

induced by the rising positive strain rate levels, can be

observed. As evidence of that, in the magnification shown in

Fig. 9-b, the role of the high compressive strain rate on

extinction can be recognised. Indeed, the peak of the positive

compressive strain rate is alignedwith the diffusive extinction

proving the strong local correlation between the two phe-

nomena. In conclusion, for this 20% H2 case, the flame front

cannot be sustained on the windward side due to the combi-

nation of two main effects: firstly, the front is highly prone to

diffusive extinctions, and secondly, the premixed flame front

propagation is not sufficiently fast to recover the flame once

the extinction occurs. The role of the premixed flame front

must not be neglected; indeed, local extinctions have been

observed also on the 40% H2, however in this case the prop-

agation speed is enough to restore the front once the extinc-

tion occurs.

In any case, it can be stated that the adopted numerical

process is able to reproduce the physics of the flame

anchoring, demonstrating a robust generality against the

range of fuel compositions here investigated.
Conclusions

In this work, a set of numerical investigations of a JICF flame

have been conducted to validate the FI-based ATFM formu-

lation for the treatment of multi-regime turbulent combus-

tion. In this context, a novel CH4/H2 skeletal reaction

mechanism has been derived, and its validation has been

supported by a wide range of operating conditions and flame

configurations.

In the DLR experimental campaign on the JICF [13], the

change in the H2 content of the fuel mixture from 20% to 40%

was observed to substantially change the flame topology and

stabilization process. Trying to numerically reproduce the

flame anchoring topology observed in the experiments, high-

fidelity simulations have been performed to explore the ac-

curacy of the FI-based ATFM. Starting from the 40% H2 case,

two levels of thickening have been adopted to better under-

stand the impact on the flame extinction mechanism. Results

show that the use of higher NThick, thus the increase of Fmax of

the premixed front, is unavoidable to capture the flame an-

chor on the windward side of the flame. Indeed, despite the

two combustion regimes being intimately mixed, the flame

front propagation along the mixing layer must be premixed

and so it requires some thickening to be properly solved. On

the opposite, when the flame front is diffusive the thickening
must be suppressed to avoid altering the reactivity. The use of

the AMR, on the 40% H2 test point, has not provided sub-

stantial solution improvements, this has demonstrated that

the moderate discrepancy from the experimental results is

not due to an inappropriate diffusive flame front discretiza-

tion. Decreasing the amount of H2, the change in the flame

stabilization region has been correctly predicted by themodel.

In this low H2 content case, the role of the compressive strain

rate inducing local flame front extinctions on the windward

side has been underlined. The fact that flame anchorage has

been no longer predicted on the windward side is due to the

occurrence of these extinctions combined with the lower

premixed flame propagation speed. In conclusion, this work

proves the effectiveness of the FI-ATFM model for the appli-

cation's context where the combustion is expected to be

locally non-premixed.
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Nomenclature
Symbols

E: ATFM efficiency function

F: ATFM dynamic thickening factor

Fmax: ATFM maximum thickening factor

NThick: ATFM number of points within the thickened flame
front

Sc: Consumption speed [m/s]

L: Integral turbulent length scale [m]

u: Velocity [m/s]

Y: Species mass fraction

Z: Mixture fraction
Greek

a: Solved strain rate [1/s]

b: Temperature exponent

4: Generic quantity (species mass fraction of enthalpy)

m: Mean value

V: Gradient operator

s: Standard deviation

t: Time [ms]

U: ATFM flame sensor

_u: Chemical source term [kg/m3s]
Subscripts

c: Crossflow

j: Jet

l: Laminar

t: Turbulent

sto: Stochiometric

Acronyms:

AMR: Automatic mesh refinement

ATFM: Artificially thickened flame model

CFD: Computational fluid dynamics

DLN: Dry-Low NOx

DLR: Deutsches Zentrum für Luft-und Raumfahrt

DNS: Direct numerical simulation

FGM: Flamelet generated manifold

FI: Normalized flame index

FR: Finite rate

FTT: Flow through time

JFICF: Jet flame in crossflow

JICF: Jet in crossflow

GT: Gas turbine

LES: Large eddy simulation

LS: Leeward side of the jet

PIV: Particle Imagine Velocimeter

PLIF: Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence

RANS: Reynold-Averaged Navier Stokes

RMS: Root mean square

SGS: Subgrid scale

TI: Takeno Index

WS: Windward side of the jet
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